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Administrators, probably more than any other group,' 
are alarmed about the. inexorable movement of community,
college governance toward state cominance, if not complete 
control. But can anything be done about this trend?

Mary Lou Zoglin thinks so--but first we must under
stand the^ystem if we are to change it. This paper thor
oughly explores our present condition and where we are
likely to go if we don't intervene. She even recommends 
some forms that intervention might take. 

This Report is the longest one we have published, 
but it is well worth a careful  reading by all community. 
college educators. Mary Lou cuts through the maze of 
Sacramento bureaucracy to reviewand to 'analyze, the con* 
trol exercised in the critical powercenters. We adminis-
trators are now faced with not only learningto under-* 
stand the system, we must find ways of using the sys« 
tern to change the system, Andthere are ways of doing 
that Mary Lou believes. 

"Community" in community colleges may soon refer 
to our geography only and havenothing to do with our 
governance If we don't attempt a reversal of present trends. 

A. Robert DeHart 
President
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UNDERSTAUDIItG AHI)'INFLUENCIHB^ 

THE' STATE RCH.E '.IN rOSJSECONOARY EDUCATION

Introduction-

"EveryJwdy: complains-about it but nobody does.anything about itl" With 
apologies to the Weather, this adage,.accurately describes the. situation-with 
regard to the erosion of Institutional autonomy in postsecondary education^ 
A second point of similarity is th'at the latter seems to be as..far beyond- the 
power of interested/parties to control as is* the weather. 

This seemingly Inexorable .trend towards state control of postsecondary
education'is Occurring despite fervent 'proclamations of devoMon to local and 
Institutional autonomy.orf the part of a.11 concerned.' Governor Brown of 
California, for example, declares.'that state government has gotten too big,

..that power must be-returned to local authorities; coordinating agencies insist 
that their actions are.not designed to threaten autonomy; legislators proclaim
theirdevotlon to the principle of local control; trustees and teachers and 
administrators deplore their Inability to-respond to institutional needs as 
-they see them; and citizens- in responding to polls' indicate.their overwhelming
desire for more local and less state control over theft schools. 

Despite-this widespread agreement as to..the jnerits of local and institu-
tional autonomy, events.are marching steadily in the opposite direction;/ One
reason for this is that, in each individual situation, the reasons for increasing 
state control always seem compelling'. Autonomy comes in a poor second, 
Taxpayers associations and conservative,legislators, normally ardent advocates 
of "small government", rush to support a new state office to avoid duplication
if. it promise's'to save dollars;, liberal .lawmakers and faculty members join
with unions to regolate working conditions withfn the coHegesv legislators 
cannot resist .the temptation to beef tip an agency's enforcement powers ,in 
order to correct-a specific abuse brought to the ir_ attention by constituents; 
the governor and .his finance office support 11ffiita\ions on the colleges' power 
to decide on course offerings in order to save money; and institutional 
trustees and^dministrators willingly sell their birthright,for increased 
state financial support. 

It thus becomes clear why the proponents' of .college autonomy are unabTe 
to marshal their forces to fight these measures. In'many, cases, as Pogo said, 
"We have met.the enemy and he is us." Among the causes of this apparent
inability to act in their own Interest are apathy, a feeling that "the bell 
tolls only for thee"', and failure to realize the cumulative effect of individual 
measures on institutional.autonomy. 

Even assuming that these .obstacles can be overcome, there 'is one even more 
powerful hindrance to effective'action. That is an almost complete lack of 
understapding of how to go about affecting the course of events. As a result, 
even when they are roused to action,'advocates of autonomy often tend to direct 
their ire against that agency which is most visible, most accessible, most 
directly .involved, even though the real culprit may be elsewhere. 



7he purpose of this study is to explore allfacets.of tne states'..involve-
ment inthe governance of •posts&conda.ry education, particularly in those.states 

which use use coordinating coordinating boards boards to.govern to.govern their their institutions. The events  leading to
increased statfe involvement will be described and the pros and con? of

centralization explored,; The role .pjdyed by the various officers and units of.
state governnient in controlling-postsecondary education will be examined, in
sone detail. Finally, for those anxious to influence the evolution of the
st'ate-postsecondary education'relationship, severalpossible courses Of action

.will be suggested.

•Armed with this information, partisans of collegiate autonomy should" 
at least be ablu to fight the battle for control on' the" appropriate battle
ground, 
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-I. BACKGROUND 

"Control by federal and 'State governments continues to advance 
'like a now ice age," (Carnegie. Wr.mnss.ion, Priorities for .Action. :'36) 

"Higher education has never had less independence from publ.ic 
control, In all of American history, than it now has...The great change 
of'the past decade was not the vociferous rise of'.student power but the 
quiet increase in oubl.ic'power by governors, by 1'egisla.tors,'by
coordinating councils." (Chron, Higher Ed.., 1973, 14) 

"The great issue in the governance of higher'education in the 
l ^7Q's-is not the struggle over, who has power on the campus: students', 
faculty, administrators or trustees. The great issue is how the indi-
vidudl college or university can retain the. power .needed for effective 
governance, while government groups, (state coordinating councils, super-
boards, legislatures, budget officers, governors' offices, and federal 
agencies - particularly HEWj expand their controls in the name of 
coordination, economy, and individual fights." (Corson, 1973, 107) 

Surveys of those involved ,in higher education decision-making indicate 
'that the above statements accurately represent their collective thinking. .In a 
study done by the Western Interstate Compact for Higher Education, the Delphi 
technique was-used t° elicit responses from some 385 federal. Congressmen, state 
governors and legislators, top staff members, coordinating'board members, 
officials of national education associations, .and college and university
faculty,, students, and administrators. Eighty-one percent of this composite
.agreed that it was virtually certain that "operations and.administration in 
postsecondary education will become more consolidated and centrally controlled." 
(Harclerbad, 1) Of this number, a high percentage thought it would come about 
by 197U-9. Another study asked the presidents of all U.S. colleges and univer
sities to predict shifts in the locus of general .decis'ion-maklng authorvty
during the 1974-80 period; of the 49» who responded, 485! expected the authority
of state coordinating agencies to increase, 47* felt that the state budgetary
and finance agencies would grow, and 45i believed that .the legislature's 
authority would increase. (Glenny et al, 1976, 126) 

Legal Basis of State Control 

Although many question the desirability of the state's increasing role 
in the governance of higher education, few dispute its legality. The United   
States Constitution, by virtue of its silence on the-topic, leaves to the 
states the pr1mar.y responsibility for the education of their citizens. The 
laws passed'by the Cdngress and the decisions of the Supreme Court, of course, 

..provide the framework within which all social institutions must operate., Many
of these laws and decisioos have a very direct and profound effect on post-
secondary institutions. Within these limits, however, and those imposed by 
their own state constitutions, "legislatures have plenary, or complete, power 
over public education within their respective states." (Goldhammer, 1) 

The way in which this power is exercised varies.widely, both by states 
and, .within states, by types of institution. Some states control postsecondary 



institutions directly through.statewide, governing boards. Others assign
^operating functions to local or systemwide'boards and retain only coordinating
''functions at the state''level.' And still" others assume a-hal fway position: 

state boaiMs have primary operating responsibility-but share some powers'with
local, or'institutional advisory boards/ 

In most states, Institutions of higher education, have traditionally beer) 
granted a 1arc(e-measure,of independence from state control. "Individual states 
have built their relationships on the most sophisticated legislature procedure
In democratic government - the self-denying ordinance, by which states created 
and funded colleges but had only limited powers of review and control,," 
(Clieit, '34)-. At the community college level, many-statesLutllize the pattern by
.which the public school system "has been governed since colonial times: the 
ifiajor responsibility for operating educational institutions is delegated to a 
unit of local government. In both of these cases, however, the legislature has-' 
not relinquished Its final authority over the affairs of these institutions. 
Except in the case of those few institutions accorded special safeguards in. the 
state constitution, the legislature can resume its "denied"'or "delegated"
powers at any time. 

Philosophical Basis of State Can.trol 

There,are also very va,!1d phifasopivlcal reasons why .the'state plays a 
major role'in^the governance of'higher edu.ca.tiqn. Few would deny that "The 
-definition and the Satisfaction pf social needs, the establishment of p>1-
.orities, the assignment'of resources for the realization of these objectives,
and the structural decisions called for by them are obvibusly the'responsl-
bility of the political "power." .(LeBris, 72) In the past, however,' it has 

.been fashionable to think of education as "apolitical," as somehow'set apart'
from other social institutions. This myth i s. fa s_t-disappearing. "One of.'the 
most pervasive yet elusive'consequences of societal change fs- the growing"'
realization that education does not stand in our society as an independent 
entity...the very existence of education-depends'On how well it contributes 'to 
the society of which it is an integral part, as well as on how society reacts 
t& its provisions and contributions." (Morphet, 9) Higher education thus must-
be looked upon as but one among the many institutions and services desired by
citizens.in our-society. 

This means, then, that soipe level of government - local, state, or na
tional - will decide both'what proportion of available funds will be allocated 
to higher education and how that money will be spent. "When public financfal 
support-is given to institutions of higher education...the government has more 
than a benign interest in the system." (She/field, 103) The Carnegie Conmis-
slon confirms the primary of the state's role; it recommends that "state 
governments continue to'exercise major responsibility, 1rr cooperation with 
local governments and private institutions, for maintaining^ improving, and 
expanding systems of postsecondary education adequate to meet the needs 'of -the 

Americanpeople." .(Carnegie, Conmission, ig?l, 17") The rationale 1s that 
Sinceresources are limited, only through a state governmental agency can 

equity of treatment to .individual colleges be guaranteed,whil« assurance -(is)
given that pruden|; use of, pubHc monies will result in maximum services for-
state as well as local needs." (Bender, 56) 

https://citizens.in


II. CAUSES'OF iNCREAS£D STATE! CONTROL

The reasons for the growing power of the. state" in. the affairs of, higher 
education are not hard to. find. Simp-ly put, higher education hffs moved front' 
and center oh the stage of American- life and,-not- surprisingly', has therefore
found, itself the object of everyone's'.attention. As-Martin Trow commented,
".Postsecondary education has.been perceived, as-hav-ing.'become too important,..;

•*nd too costly to be left tp processors and educators alone." (Israel, 35).

Rising Enrollments and Costs 

A glance at -selected, figures shows the reasons for 'this new focus. 
"The 1960's'.decadVis likely to have recorded higher education's/ greatest' 
growth, thro11went increased from 3.8 to a,6 million students,'annual, expen
ditures rose from $7.7 to $27.1 billion, and the instructional -staff grew from* 
292,000 to-592VOOO. In $his ten-year span higher education 'expenditures 
tripled and enrollments mora ;than doubled while, the college-age population 
expanded (bjr only 502." (Halstead, 1) The magnitude of this change is 'illus-. 
trated both by the proportionate growth of college attendees'arid .of state-

.expenditures for higher educatkm. "Whereas in 1900,' for example, only abdut 4 
'percent of the U.S; college-age population attended college   , after 1945 the 
•proportion mounted steadily to one-half...What is more relevant from the 
perspective of the states, the proportion educated in public institutions

.increased fnorn about 50 percent in 1950. to 67_ percent in 1965, with 77 percent
projected- for 1900.. .Constituting about 7 percent of all state expenditures in 

.1950, .higher education now "consumes about 15 percent," (Berdahl, 2b-9) 

The tremendous increase in enrollments has heightened interest in post-
"secondary education in several ways. First, the substantial amount of state 
support required has forced it into a highly visible competition for funds 
with all .other state institutions and services. Second, "the transition from 
elite .to mass education to universal-access education... has meant that more 
members of the public both care and know abogt higher education." (Carnegie
Commission, 'Six- Priority Problems. 20) And, third, this transitipn to educa
tion for a Very heterogeneous population has led to a loss of consensus as to 
'the goals of the sysfem; this in turn has meant a more spirited public discussion
of higher education than was previously the case. 

Changing Conditions in the 1970's 

As'if all this were not enough to bring down the full force of state 
scrutiny on postsecondary institutions, events of the 1970's have conspired 
to accelerate this^trend. About this time, according to one imaginative
auth'or, the "closing of the frontier began." The "moment has come with higher   
education...when the frantic pace of expansion must be slowed down and plans 
must be "made for the'wise use of resources." (Berdahl, 252} Data reveal that 
state commitment to higher education may have reached its apogee: "the propor
tion of state.gen^ral revenue going to higher'education has reached its peak in 
all regions of the nation except the South, where it still continues to increase. 
Thirty-six' states, or over 751, showed downward trends from the high reached 
during the Jate 1960's and* early 1970's.. The data show not an actual drop in 
the number of dollars appropriated, but rather the priority which state govern
ment now gives to Mgher education." (Glenny, 1D76, 62} 



The reasons for this are primarily but not exclusively economic. Many 
states found themselves in financial difficulty due to the effects of the 
recession of, the-early 1970*5. At this same time, "greater .calls were being
made on their resources by welfare needs,, and the costs of-.social benefits in 
all,areas was rising rapidly. Simultaneously, in terms Qf public satisfaction 
with postsecondary education, the bloom .was off the rose:' the. public,was 
becoming increasingly disenchanted with' Its colleges and. universities, appar
ently feeling that they had failed to to live up to the high expectations 
of the previous decade. 

Other societal trends, though jiot directly related'to the expansion of 
higher education , have reinfof.ced the move towards state control. Among these 
are the spread of collective bargaining to the collegiate level, a growing 
concern on the part of many lawmakers over unemployment on one hand and unmet 
manpower needs'on the other, general.disruption and the proliferation of 
nonconformist lifestyles on campus, and the general ascension throughout
American society of public policy control byer previously seni-autonomous 
institutions. 

Federal Influences 

Actions at the;national level have provided a major impetus' for strength
ening the states' coordination and control apparatus. One .author believes that. 
"The drift toward state control has emerged as much or more from external 
forces represented by the federal government, the courts, and various national, 
interest groups than it has from within each state itself." (Bender^ 37) 
Although, as noted earlier, the Constitution does not assig'nvthe responsibility 
for education to the federal" government, it 'also<does not preclude it from 
acting in this area. It was not until the post-World War II year*,,however
that the Congress moved Into education in'a big way. The' Office of: Education 
noted on the occasion of its 180th birthday in 1967 that Congress had 'passed 
more major pieces of legislation for education in the previous three years than 
in the preceding 97 combined. (Zoglin, 13) It is not surprising tjiat federal 
support came with strings atteched; but it is important to rearize that the 
strings were often attached to the state as well as to the federal government. 

The" National Defense Education Act of 1957, for example, "fostered a 
variety of statejevel offices or units charged with reviewing, approving, 
monitoring and subsequently auditing the programs, utilization and funding
of the federals-initiated programs. Many of the offices.. .still exist as 
living testimony of this early precursor of state level control..." (Bender, 11)
A'few years later, strengthening the state's role in higher education 'became-
an explicit goal of the federal government: "Every federal program from 1963 
on included some provision for creating or strengthening state level admin
istrative units. In addition to a portion of each federal program appro
priation being earmarked to support administrative personnel at the state 
level, Title V called for strengthening state agencies and resulted in ah 
additional infusion of personnel... Created to establish more efficiency in 
s"tate government, the'se'units often assume broad powers 1n the name of economy
and efficiency.'"' (Bender, 13-4) More specifically, the Higher'Education
Facilities Act of 1963 created a state structure charged with administering and 
monitoring the*program atod called for the development of statewide plans for 
higher education; the Higher Education Act'of 19G5 provided for student finaf-
cial aid and required states to establish machinery for processing applications!-,
the Vocational Education Act of 1963 called for state level/advisory committees 
to develop a state plan for the use-of federal vocational dollars; and so on. 



Clearly, the federal -government - at times inadvertently and at times
with malice. aforethought -.has- played. a major>o1e in expanding -the states' 

.coordinating -and control' machinery. 

Ul. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF INCREAStQ STOtE COORDINATION 

:OF HIGHER tOUCATIOff 

-Despite, the nationwide move - some might even say^ "-dash" -'towards state 
coordination', and control ...there is little firm, evidence's to the ultimate. 
value of this course of action. The Carnegie Commission has opined' that "No 
pfbvabl* case can thus tar be made that higher education iso'n any -way better 
beca«se. of the, centralization,, except., where it has 'taken place, in the one 
area -of .-careful, a'dvance -academic planning. for higher^educaiion as a whole." 
(Carnegie foundation, 12) A 1976 report from the C«i}negie foundation for the 
Advancement of Teaching similarly concluded that "There is seemingly no known 
quantifiable .consequence 'foe actual operating results that can be associated 
with one or another approach to centralization of authority., .we. matched our 
evaluations of current state performances.., With the methods of control oper-
ative both in 1965 and 1970. ...We ?pund no'clear results." (Carnegie Founda-
tion, 87-0) And- Berdahl states that "One searches the 'relevant literature in 
vain for objective canons of proof which would remove the subject from contro-
versy, .but one finds :only unsubstantiated -a,nd contradictory' arguments as to why 

Icoordination is 'good 1 or 'bad 1 , or why this type is preferable to that... " 
(Berdahl, 40} 

.This lack of firm evidence, however, does- 'not preclude, the holding of 
firm opinions by partisans on both sides. Their major arguments are summarized 
in the following paragraphs. The reasons for 'opposing increased centralization 
will be" cited first, since many of the favorable arguments are designed as much 
Jo refute, them as to posit the merits of greater state control. 

DISADVANTAGES 

Distant Decision-making 

A major concern is that those to whom a col'lege or university is nearest 
and dearest - faculty, students, trustees, and administrators - feel out* of 
touch and out of control, when decisions are made fa'r from the scene of action. 
It is not possible, so the argument goes, to elicit devotion and responsibility'.
.from these .internal groups if they are shorn of decision-making power. One 
'author calculates that "the wisdom of a decision is usually directly propor-/
tionate to the square of the distance between the decision-maker 'and the .site 
of its application." (Corsoa,, 1974, 22) Exacerbating this situation is- the 
fact that "important decisions related to individual" campuses are often made,, 
.not by the senior officials, of a. central staff, who, however remote they may be-
.from the. actual operations of the campus,. are nonetheless usually qualified and 
experienced, Jbut by minor clerks and functionaries operating accord ing^to 
little understood formulae, personal bias,. or in careless haste." (Dearing, -55.)".

Loss of Creatiy'ity 

Creativity will also suffers the more remote each decision is from the



operating .lever, the more .layers i proposal .must go through to "receive appro-, 
val, the more time It-takes to get action -the leg's motivation^ there' wUV.be 
for innovation on the campus. Cohen'paints a picture of the.'future in which' 
"trustees .and administrators.' forget 'how to be educational..leaders;..the problems,
'they-consider afe. not what; programs to.offer,,'.but how to manipulate- the 
funding formulas to, maximize the f1 bw of dol 1ars into the coll6ge.. .-Facul ty 
.generally respond.to centralized planning-by 'miTitanfly demanding more and. 
more control over matters .of .less and--]ess'.Importance, 1 ' -(Cohen»•' 52}^ The. 
expectation Is' that the feel ings of. alienation, engendered'by powerlessfless' 
Vri-lt lead to lowered morale on -the part of faculty and lowered productivity 
on the par.t of institutions. 

Ins t itutional Vrta 1 ity 

Closely related to this is the question of institutionaf vitality.
"Though difficult; to prove, it is nonetheless true that the state stands to 
lose far .more through the diminished creativity and attenuated vitality of 
an overly controlled institution than through the relatively small sums that 
might be saved through the imposition of.a tight preaudit of expenditures."
'(Berdahl, 11) Out of his 25 years of experience as a consultant On problems..^.,
of organizations, Corson concluded that "The vitality of an organization,..is
a precious, fragile quality, created onl^ by the infinite skill -of truly able 
leaders and destroyed easily by dictatorial proceduralization and negativism;
by the oppressive weight,of the typical shelf of manuals teeming with:rules 
and regulations and the manner in which bureaucracies build organizational'"
distance-between the individual and the leadership." (Corsoh, 1974* .2.1}.'

•Bureaucracy 

Therift are da'ngers lurking- in the very act of creating the bureaucracy
necessary to administer the state's coordinating machinery.- A leading analyst
of bureaucracies describes the di-lerfma as follows: "Bureaucracy and democracy 
are fundamentally different analytical types of social organization. A bureau-' 
cracy is an organization established for the explicit purpose of achieving

^specific objectives, and the organizing principle is administrative efficiency..
A democracy is an organization established" to ascertain the common objectives
among men on the basis of the will of. the majority of their representatives,
and the organizing principle is the freedom of dissent necessary for majority
opinions to .form. The bu'reaucratic manager may have democratic convictions,
but his administrative.decisions are expected to be governed by the criterion 
of efficiency.. .Our democratic institutions originated at a. time when bureau * 
cracies were in .a rudimentary, stage and hence are not'designed to cope with 
•their central. To extend these institutions by developing democratic methods,
for governing bureaucracies is, perhaps, the crucial problem of .pur age."
(Blau, 264-5} 

As predicted, educators point tq. the tendency of the bureaucracy to 
confuse administrative efficiency with policy-making. As long ago as 1959 
an investigating committee warned,that "intervention of state agencies into 
ostensibly nonacademic area-s. can quickly penetrate to educational policies." 
(Berdahl, 12)' There is nothing wrojig with the state's concerning itself with 
the latter; however, "the 'penetration' should take'place at the front door,
'as a conscious act of sovereignty. In short, the state should participate
through a suitably sensitive mechanism for dealing with educational policies
rather,*than as an incidental result of administrative controls being applied
by-persons only modestly (if at all) conversant x-ith the problems of higher
'education." (Berdahl, 12). 
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..Costs 
Many arc worried about the .mounting cq'Sts. of State control-.. 'Referring/"

to the rapidly growing staff s-at the'state 1'evel, one author* states (only. 
half facetiously-) that "The total numbef of these staff persons must surely,
riva] the number .of persons'actually teaching.'- If not, they will soon." 
(C'he.it, 32} 'Not only do the costs'df the.administering bureaucracy naise the 

.price of education, but the time required for institutions to comply with the 
state's demands.fpr" information and collaboration imposes a'-heavy fin/mcial
burden on them. "Information is not free,,or even inexpensive, and,..'(it 
should) be treated as a valuable resource. The American Council 'on Education^. 
-study of the costs of mandated social programs is an -important first Step 
.towards identifying the impact ef new programs." (Chei't, 61}- Recent actions 
of the-federal government directed towards cutting down'on paperwork indicate 
the concern of officials at the national level; so far,, however, little has
been done* to calculate the dollar costs - overt or .covert - of the state 
control-apparatus. 

Standardization 
A nagging .fear is that state centralization will standardize colleges

and universities "in the interest of efficient Management. "Each successive 
j)roblem or incident that It- (the state'.agency) deals wittvon any campus gives',
birth to an additional rule, regulation, or procedure*. like successive layers
of sediment, they add to the oppressive weight that bears down on the un*t 
within thV system and constrains the individual." .(Corsbn, 1974, 2'2) Although-
such constraints initially, appear to affect only operational matters, they 
eventually spread throughout the institutional, program/ 

•Jhosc institutions, like community colleges,nhich pride themsexlve's on 
their sensitivity to the wishes of their constituents, fear that their ability
to respond will be circumscribed. Others are concerned le?t their special 
identity be lost as-they are forced to become'interchangeable cogs in a s.ta-te 
system. 

Accountability

There is a strong possibility that "a statewide planning and coordinating
Agency. ,^may-become interventionist*, .without having to take the Onus of the 
mistakes that may be made...'.' (Glenny & WeatherSbee, 112). As a result,
institutional administrators are apt to find themseLves' under attack from all 
sides: "...the chairmen of academic departments and those responsible for 
specific operations)within a campus are understandably'less likely to think 
in'terms of the total educatibnal system. They are very likely to resent..! 
coordinating principles and decisions coming from beyond'the campus...Individ
ual -faculty members are even more likely...to be suspicious of all adminis
tration, and deeply hostile to centralized authority...With few, exceptions,
students have still less appreciation and acceptance of the coordinating
function...(they) often call upon local authorities either quietly to ignore,

'or defiantly to violate, policies they consider to have been imposed by cen
tralized coordinating authorities."- (Dearing, 53-4) Institutional leaders are 
thus in the unenviable position of being blamed both for unpopular decisions 
they did not make and for their failure to make popular decisions they canriot
make. 



.(jbvernmep t

Others object- to Increased state control out of a more generalized -fear 
of "big government," which they feel creates more problems^ than It sojves.
They attribute 'many of the 111s of American society today to the depersonal-
ization and dehumanization that has already resulted «'from this phenomenon.
Some waste and mismanagement in human affairs are thought to-be not only
tolerable but desirable; their cure is worse than the di-sease. The popularity
of books' like The Greening of America and a growing Interest nationwide in the 
affective side or life stand as testimony to a deep concern about the direction 
of American society. In line with this, H 1s feU that the few dollars saved 
,by coordinating, consolidating, and centralizing postsecondary education cannot 
possibly make up for .the human, costs in terms of alienation «nd frustration 
that Are their Inevitable accompaniment. 
History 

One final group of opponents of increased state coordination simply
Invites us to look' to. the past, to wit: "...those public universities which are 
usually regarded as the best (e.g., California, Michigan,, Kjnnesota) nave alt 
been granted constitutional autonomy which allows them, considerable freedom 
of internal administration..!.""' '{Berdahl, 11) And,, more generally, "The States 
with historically the greatest fceedom for higher education have also been the 
states that have developed .the most outstanding public Institutions/' (Carnegie
Foundation, 19) 

ADVANTAGES

•Other observers consider an increased state role in postsecondary education
as not only inevitable.but desirable.- Ernest Boyer newly appointed United
States Commissioner of Education* has.stated that he considers It "wasteful, if. 
'not downright self•deluding, to applaud on thetoAe hand, the move toward mass 
education, while romanticizing, on the other hand, .about outdated" institutional'
design." (Boyer. 1974, 11) 

Creativity and 'Innovation 

Proponents of state control reject the widely-held belief, that institu
tional independence leads to Innovation. Indeed, they postulate that experi
mentation will be encouraged by 'a statewide approach: "...most institutions 
that stand alone are insecure,.. They refuse to risk either their reputations of 
their resources... The system can identify new goals, suggest new strategies;
seek new funds, prov-ide adequate protection to thdse who do wish to experiment...
It ia possible for the central administration of systems to create a climate 
which stimulates new approaches. "• (Boyer, 1974 79-80)

Walter Worth, -deputy minister' of the -Department, of Advanced Education" 
in Alberta, Canada, spoke for many of his colleagues, when he stated that "the 
opportunity. for autonomy within- higher education does not seem to produce 
new services or curricular change... instead ft «ems>t;o perpetuate ritualism 
and privilege*." (Sheffield, 111) Hi storlcally,' pressures' for change have 
come from the outside; many if 'not most "of the major Structural Innovation 
have been largely initiated externally, like the ]and-grant movement and the
Introduction of large-scale scientific research." <Carnegie Commission, 
Six Priority Problems. 22) 



Diversity 

The Idea that autonomy gives rise to diversity.and coordination to'stan-
dardi'zation,'is also labeled as false. Independence, to the contrary, is felt 
to'lead to ''the most'abject imitation of others or to competitive ufli/ormity.
Differentiation.of functions and specialization of subject'matter, are'often 
more Hkely to flow from' central "planning..." (Carnegie Commission, Six 
Priority Problems. 22} 

Economy 

A primary argument for'coordination, despite its admitted costs, 1s that 
1t will (in the long run) bring".great financial benetits to society. Savings 
In postseconda'ry education are expeqted to be made in the following ways:
uniformity of expenditure levels save'taxpayers' dollars; limited resources. 
are distributed where they are most needed; unnecessary duplication is elimi-
natad; wasteful competition fn terms of programs and students ends; and the 
'improved information systems required by centralization help individual campuses
make better decisions. 

   Buffering Political Pressures 

Supporters of state coordinating agencies feel strongly that th^y reduce 
the-amount of political interference into the operations and policies of 
Individual institutions. "They cite the pressures brought to bear On state 
staff members by outside-sources. Instead of the. meddling-they ar"e accused of, 
they oftan>act a* "a buffer, a protection, a shield between the separate 
institution* and the demands that come from the external agencies.,.It is an 
unusual function, and a thankless one...few-understand the'number of protective
actions that have bean taken £y the central system.."- (Boyer. 1974, 78}

A closely related argument is that "There is no such thing as 'no coordi-
nation 4 •,.\where no coordinating agertdes Were set up, the'normal s'tate organs'
- the, governor's off-Ice, the budget office, legislative committees, the .state

•auditor - have'made decisions...which explicitly or implicitly performed this 
function.' Rather than have coordination undertaken piecemeal by a variety 
of state offices, it is preferable'from the standpoint .both of* autonomy and 
'of "the public Inte'rest that it-be carried out by an agency specializing in 
higher education and planning on a comprehensive and long»range basis." 
(Uerdahl. 41) Tjhe basic argument here is that state coordination always has 

.and always willvto with us. The apparent proliferation of control mechanisms 
is .nothing more, than an attempt to perform this function more effectively than has

been done 'in .the past.

Bureaujeracy

Analysts of bureaucracies 'cite the^r positive contributions to the social 
good. "While bureaocrac/ 1s not suited for deciding between alternative' ends,
it is tetter suited thap democracy for implementing these decisions. Hence, 
the two forms. of organization are complementary. Democratic values require 
not only that social objectives be determined by majority rule but al-so that 
they be implemented Ijy the most effective methods available,- that 1s, by
bureaucratkally rather than democratically governed executive agencies... The 
co-existence pf democratic and bureaucratic 'institutions in a society., however, 
poses a paradox. 'Bureaucracies seem to be necessary for, and. simultaneously

https://agencies.,.It
https://Differentiation.of


incompatible with, modern democracy...If this is a paradox, it 1s aJso a 
challenge. We cannot turn the clock, back and return to the New England
township, in which imbureaucratlc democracy was possible, and would not if 
we could, since we value the products that modern bureaucracies supply." 
(Blau, 265) 

Proponents of state centralization concur, feeling that i.ts advantages
in the long run outweigh the, disadvantages of the bureaucracy to which it gives

•birth. 

Accountability 

An analysis of the unusual conditions of resource allocation among public 
agencies is felt to support the need for increased state Involvement with
postsecondary institutions. Normally* whert a buyer enters into a contract, the 
commodity or service to be provided 1s accurately described-and its price 
clearly stated., The seller also knows both what is expected and what compen-
sation Will be received. In terms of state fdnding of higher education,
however, "the goods and services produced...are not fully and accurately
described, and their financial cost -is .neither fitted nor determined in a 
market." (Glenny & Weathersbee,r74) In the absence of an enforceable'contract',
"when a state purchases instruction, research, and" public services from post-
jsecondary education institutions, It'often Intervenes directly, in the management
of those Institutions." (Glenny & Weathersbee, 75} Although in the past the 
state may hava been willing to "buy" these services on good,faith alone, the 
"increasing state Interest-and participation in the internal management of 
postsecpndary education...indicates that the former implicit contract between' 
educator^ and the public through state and federal governments 1s no longer
cfedible..." ^enny 4 Weathersbee., 76)

IV. CURRENT ROLE OF AGENCIES AND 

UNITS OF STATE GOVERNMENT

LEVELS OF STATE INVOLVEMENT 

Although considerable semantic confusion exists, it is possible to
distinguish several ways in which a state can make its presence felt in the 
world of postsecondary education. The most subtle way is to influence the 
course of events. "Influence can be and has been exerted by providing special
funds for special activities...or by creating ax]imata of public opinion that 
may either encourage or discourage certain campus actions, or by direct per
suasion." CCarnegie Commission, Six Priority Problems, 18}' The next level of 
intervention is through planning, which has been defined as "an attempt through
foresight to generate action necessary to realize desired results...planning is 
a process of deciding upon a course of action In order to make something happen
which, without planning, might not happen." '(Halstead, 2} -Moving along on 
this continuum, we come next to coordination. This term "implies the existence 
of separate units, each with some freedom to control its own operations, and 
thus the need for a technique or mechanism by which-they can act together,
.toward some purpose that cannot be achieved by isolated, individual actions." 
(Carnegie Commission, 1971, 24) Coordination, further, "is effected'by the



promulgation-of broad guidelines and polities bearing on all coordinated bodies 
equally but within which the operating boards or agencies p'ossess wide discre
tionary authority and respoosibil ity." (Martorana, 76) The-highest level of 
intervention is control: "Control exists when an order can be given to do or 
not to do some certain jthMng with penalties- attached for non-compliance...
control Vi&ans to direct and to command." (Carnegie Commission, Six Priority
Problems. 18-19} 'Operationally, control, is defined as "the power to. decide on 
the details of internal policies and .management of an individual institution or 
element." (Martorana, 76) 

Some observers, however,.qyestlan whether or not the distinctions between 
 these levels of intervention carf ot*"'should be preserved. Boyer argues that'
'"There isa widely held ndtion in the United States that we can have'a system
of higher education which, while it coordinates and plans, will, at the same
.time, remain detached from the. administrative and accountability functions. 
We are now beginning to discover that this dichotomy will not work, the 
reality is that those, who coordinate higher education must also have the 
power to'execute their plans K and they must be held accountable for what the
•system does or does not do..,The poitjt is this: We must create systems in 
which the coordinating functions and the accountabil ity*functions are inter-
Kicked. To. separate these two obligations in our higher education structure 
is to spread confusion and create the worst of all worlds, (fyth and reality 
must be brought together." (Boyer, 1977, 69-70)'

MECHANISMS OF STATE {NVOLVEMLHT

The states coordinate and control their-colleges and universities in three 
major ways: through fiscal management (estimating,- budgeting, allocating 
operating and capital funds, accounting, and auditing), through program 
management (approving, reviewing, rationalizing, and articulating programs),
and through planning (compilation of data, analysis, setting of igoals, and 
evaluation.) (Sheffield, 103} 

Of thest, the budgetary mechanism. is by far the most powerful. The degree
control exercised through 'itvvaries widely. At one extreme, controls are 

limited to those essential for good state budget practices, such as establishing 
common categories for reporting budget data, formulating common definitions of 
terms, applying common standards to measurespace utilization, and pos.tauditing
appropriated funds. At the opposite end of the spectrum, all the-procedural
controls which normally accompany the expenditure of public funds are applied 
to post secondary Institutions; these include. line-Item budgets with tight
contro} over transfers, preaudits of authorized expenditures, central controls 
over nonacademic personnel, capital outlay progVams, administrative routines 
such as approval of out-t>f-state travel, and central purchasing of supplies and 
equipment. •(Berdahl, 10-11} 

«A« even more important - if not widely understood - use 'of the budget
1s to set policy. Many state budgets in fact "contain a great deal of substan
tive legislation, 1n'contrast -to l^ne federal level, that is, they set a great 
many policies that one would think would be set with independent laws...State 
governments in setting policy normally do so through the budget." {Glenny, 1975, 82)



Program Management 

The second mechanism of state control - program management - has only"
recently been recognized as an independent function of state-level agencies,
and of the legislature'. One author elaborates: "...it was hoped at first 
that program control could be achieved through the coordinating agency'.s 
exercise of Jts budget review power alone; more recently, program review has 
been regarded'by*some persons as an almost automatic process of approving or 
disapproving-proposed programs-cm the basis of their compatibility with master
plan guidelines. But close.examination shows thai neither process... obviates
the need for a thorough process of program review in its own right.." (Berdahl, 13?)
The purpose of program.review 1s to "prevent unnecessary duplication of programs

..and functions In existing Institutions; to encourage appropriate programs for 
many kinds of students 1n a diversity of colleges; and to provide order and 
control 1n the development of new'campuses ^ schools, and departments." '(•Glenny
& Neathersbee. 32) The state of the art, however, is primitive, with agencies,
still seeking ways of formulating procedures and developing criteria to bring
the needed objectivity to the process. 

Planning 

Although in the early period Of coordination, most enabling legislation
did not even, mention the third major type of stater Intervention - planning -
1t has now "become the central concern of^formal coordinating agencies and 
Increasingly of statewide "governing boards. ItMs viewed as the principal 
process by which pritical decisions, are made about future ends and means in 
postsecondary education...All newly created agencies In the 19fiO's tended to 
place planning 1n the highest priority." (Glenny & Weathersbee, 27) Current 
planning efforts, although varying Widely both in style and 1n~content, "all 
'Sooner or later deal with the problems of total expenditures, budget allocations 
between Institutions,'duplication of activities, unit costs.., i quality versus 

rquantity of performance. Institutional autonomy versus public accountability,
and othefs." (Perklns, 1974, 6&) The Carnegie. Commission recommends that,
state* planning efforts should, at a minimum, be directed to questions of 
present and future access to postsecondary education,, the appropriate functions 
for the various types of/institutions, the orderly growth of postsecondary
education* and articulation-among its variqus elements. (Carnegie Commission,
1974, 256)

As agencies have become more sophisticated, the means by which planning
1s conducted have changed. "Less and less, the .central staffs of the state
agencies, with the help of a few consultants, generate the 1dea£, attitude$,
goals, an~d the meant for achieving them which comprise the plan-. More and 
more, the. central staffs provide. ., the factual elements used by a broad range
of technical task forces and-advisory committees charged with Initiating 
recommendations to solve the diverse higher education problems...Additionally,
public hearings are -often held...As a .result, both new. Ideas and broad consensus 
for the plan are developed, allowing the legislature'and governor to avoid
much...acrimonious contention." (Glenny & Weathersbee* 29) 

ROLE OF THE: LEGISLATURE 
In discussing the state's role 1n higher education, the acjency that 

•usually, comes to mind first 1s the statewide coordinating or governing board.



This board, however, 1s toerely the tip of the Iceberg; 1t is established by and 
1s dependent upon the legislative and executive branches of state government.
Its situation as middleman between these 4in1t$ and postsecondary institutions 
cannot be properly understood without a knowledge of their functioning. "For
•this reason* I shall first describe the ro,le of the legislature and the 
governors office in coordinating and controlling postsecondary education.

Growing Power of Legislatures 

The. legislature, as Indicated earlier, has the legal right to establish,
to govern, and to operate its postsecondary institutions in any way it deems 
fit. It is limited, only by higher authorities such as the state and federal 
constitutions and 'court decisions. Some state universities, however, do enjoy
constitutional status and thus are at least partially exempt from the vagaries
of legislative control. For the great •majority of postsecondary institutions,
however, state legislators are ."strategic decision-makers In politics affecting
"higher education. The resources mobilized for colleges and universities! the 
goals to which such resources are allocated, -and how they are distributed 
depend to a great  extent on th«-views and decisions of the nation's legislative 
bodies." (Carnegie  Commission, 1971, €1) 

And this will apparently be even truer in the future. .Daniel Coit Gilman's 
oft-quoted statement that governors and legislators should be "quick to help
and stow to interfere" (Carnegie Commission, Six Priority Problems, 75) would 
be thought hopelessly naive today. In the study cited earlier of presidents'
perceptions of changes 1a the locus of decision-making, 37X felt the legis
lature had taken a mdre active role during the 1968-74 period and 45X expected
this shift to continue throughout the seventies. (Glenny'et al, 1976, 126)

Budgetary Controls

Once postsecondary institutions have been established, the legislature's'
major continuing sourc* of control is its-power to appropriate funds for 
operating and capital expenses. This power is exercised over all institutions,
whether or not they enjoy Jpeelal constitutional status. Indeed, for funding
purposes,? all institutions of higher- education-are treated as bne among many-
•state .agencies and services Jo ..competition for public funds.

Legislatures often use the'budget as a major policy-jinking vehicle.
Sometimes legislative .intent 1s expressed through riders attached to budgetary
bills, At other times, policy changes are simply imbedded in the budget
itself. When the California legislature decided that its open-door community

.colleges were expanding too fast, It d.id not pass a law changing its policy
in this regard. Instead, it simply limited the funds going to them for the 

•following; year. As one college president stated, "It would be Impolitic for 
the- legislature Itself to redefine the mission or priorities of the community,
colleges or. to suggest that we should curb our efforts to serve th« reentry 
of women r older adults, ethnic and racial minorities, the unemployed, the 

'disadvantage^, or the handicapped." (Orexel, 1) Via its .appropriations-bill,
however, the legislature'had in fact made policy in this re'gard. Sometimes 
major; decisions of this" type are made 1rv an even" less obVioJs fashion, at the 
leve^of Jthe committees where budgets are decided upon. Speaking of the 
coordination of higher education in Colorado, one state senator is reported
to «ave,iaid< "The Colorado Joint Budget Committee dlctates-.everything.."
(Paradise, 23)



•Statutes 

Legislatures, of course, can and do pas s laws dealing with a wide variety
of specific situations 1n the field of education - mainly 1n .areas% in which 
they see problems which are not being solved to their satisfaction within
institutions or systems. The California legislature, in fact, is often acdbsed 
of picturing itself as "one large school-board for the state."

--One very insidious practice 1s 'to ^threaten colleges and universities' 
by Introducing a bill that the author knows has --little, chance of passage. It 
1s difficult, however, for'. institutional representatives to be sure that no 
action will -take .place. All are familiar with last-minute amendments that 
slip through unnoticed and with the "nuisance  bill" that is reintroduced so 
many- times that it finally gains respectability. Thus Institutions must be 
sensitive to all bills introduced, whatever their expected support in the 
legislature. 

tompl lance 

Once legislation - either within or' without thfe budget bill - has been 
approved, the "next step is for tfje legislature to determine if the recipients
of their largesse are complying with the Intent of the law. "To be fair and 
equitable in new allocations, .the state. must also ascertain how well the 
previous expenditures have been managed and spent." (Glenny and Oalglish, 60)
To do this, legislatures often authorize special study committees to look Into 
specific aspects of college operations-. Recently they- have begun to set up
offices to /carry °ut performance audits. It is clear that ."the legislature
Intends to/ use professional staffs to determine whether or not universities 
comply witih line-items in the appropriations bills, with riders, and with, the 
intent of .legislative committees," (Glenny and Dalgnsh, 114) Although this 
type of activity has been going on "in governors' offices for some time, 1t 
Is something, of A new departure for legislatures. In some. states, it 1s "as 
much a reaction to the growing 'power of "the governor as to other causes." -
(Glenny and Oalglish, 115) 

One advantage legislators do have over the -governor is that they ar» often 
reelected for many .terms and serve en the same committees throughout their 
tenure in office. As a result, postsecondary Institutions have -to "return at* 
the end of each budget -cycle to face the same committee chairman and staff-
members who established the legislative intent the university was meant to
Interpret and' fulfill. " (Glenny and Oalglish, L16) This can be a powerful
persuader for those Institutions anxious to continue to receive favorable. 
'treatment from the legislature* 

Proliferation of Staff 

AS one might expect from the activities described above, legislative
staffs are grow Ing- by leaps and bounds, "In Florida during the past seven 
years the number of legislative aides -has tripled." (Wattenbarger r 3) These 
new staff members are employed, as aides to Individual legislators,' us staff 
for permanent and special committees, and as personnel for special offices 
under the direct control of the legislature. The most Important. of the latter 
is the office of .the legislative Analyst/Auditor/Flscat Bureau (titles vary),
which does in-depth studies and provides analyses and recommendations to 
committees or to the legislature .as a whole. <Glenny and Dalgltsh. 63)



This proliferation of staff members brings with it not only .the spectre
of greater attention and therefore greater control from the legislature, but it 
.also may engender the whole panoply .of bureaucratic restraint? and irritations 
de'scribed'earlier/. 

Divisions within th'e Legislature

Another complicating'factor 1s that thwe are many different legislative
groups dealing with higher education, Inall states'except Nebraska the 
•legislature 1s composed of two houses, Each of them is likely to have its own 
appropriations and education committees. Each committee - .some of which 
dissolve Into subcommittees as*tall - may be pursuing .different goals, which 
are ofte'rt in conflict with those of other committees. And, 'finally, at the end 
of the session, 1t may be necessary for a joint committee to iron out differences
between the houses. Despite all the sound and fury that has gone'.before, it 
may be here that the rea.1 decisions are made.

•Not only fs there a multiplicity of committees, each doing its own thing,-
but there 1s also a multiplicity of legislators,,each doing his or her own 
thing. "Whereas the executive can pursue a'single course of action* aggres-
sively,' the legislators are not only divided into two parties, two houses, and 
numerous standing committees and special study groups, but they .must accommodate 
toVa substantial contingent pf new members after each election.*. (Gfenny and 
Dalglish, 111) This division "may be either good or bad for postsecondary 
Institutions seeking-legislative support: on the one hand, they bear the burden 
of attempting -to satisfy the whims of each legislator, no matter how parochial
his or her.Interests; on the other hand, the inability of legislators toagree
among themselves makes, it easier for Institutions of higher education" to meet 
the demands of the various committees under whose jurisdiction they find
themselves. (Glenny and Dalgljsh* I'll) Ifl other words, 1f you can't kill a. 
hostile bill in the Education Committee', there's always a chance" to do* 1t In 
Appropriations; 1f one House won't go along with you, perhaps the other will; 
If all else fails," the Joint conference committee may just save yout amt so on.

legislative-Gubernatorial Conflict' 

"An Important phenomenon for,..leaders to.understand -is the nature of the 
power struggle In many states between -the governor and the legislature.
Repressive legislation or executive orders have often resulted from these 
circumstance's,? (Bender, 23-4) Good sense dictates that "In conflicts among"
po.liticUns* Iris best not to be in the middle,, for neither side can be 
entirely'pleased, and one side may be entirely alienated.'" {Glenny and Oalglish, 116)-



"••'THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH 

Governors' powers over Higher education fall into two categories: those 
inherent in .the office of the governor Itself and these belohging to the 
various offices that; comprise the executive branch. 

.the Governor 

A recent report stated that "The potential influence of a governor over 
public higher education in his state Is perhaps greater than any other single
force affecting the state's public colleges and universities." (Carnegie
Commission, 1971, 55) Although at one time governors were considerably less 
than equal to legislatures in terms of policy control,-the trend is now in 
the opposite directiqn. "Today," as one legislator reported, "we wonder why
we meet at all." (Glenny and Oalglishi 55) 

he .governor's ppwer comes in many forms. Among them are the right to 
appoint, with or without review or consent by any other body, .the members .of 
state coordinating and governing boards; ex officio membership an the governing

•board of public institutions, of higher education; the 'authority to-review and 
approve or disapprove master plans for' growth in higher education; the power to 
veto bills, either in- whole or in part, and to reduce amounts in appropriations
billsi and control over the process of implementing and administering programs 
approved by the legislature. (Carnegie Commission, 1971, 19) Although all 
governors do not have all of these powers, each has some admixture thereof.

As if this were not enough, governors' extralegal powers are 1n-some ways'
even stronger than their legal ones. Their ability t;o influence the climate 
of opinion throughout the state Is immense. While the legislature's message 
is often unclear because it speaks with so many voices, the'chief executive can.
pursue his or her goals in a completely unified manner. In addition, as state 
leader'.of a political partyi the governor's influence permeates all- levels of 
government/ Their influence on legislation is tremendous, not only because' 
of the above-mentioned arsenal but also because the threat of a veto can be
used to'shape,statutes to their liking. The power of the potential veto can-be 
.seen in the fact that only one veto has been overridden.in California 1o the 
past 24 years. And.'lf for some reason governors do not choose to focus 
attention on a'dispute with higher education, they can oftetv force the insti
tutions, involved to negotiate a settlement out of the'public eye.' (Glenny and
Oalglish k .108-10).. 

Budget tfffice 

Governors also have at their command ft fast-growing*array of agencies
ta help work' their will on the state's postsecondary institutions*, PHmus
inter .pares is the state budget office, forty-five percent"of the presidents 
surveyed in" the study quoted earlier indicated that their governing board had 
lost power to the state budget office 1i> the years between 1968 and 1974, and 
47% expected this trend to continue. .(Glenny et «1, 126) In another study
aimed at determining, the* percentage of total Influence exerci.sed by each agency
involved in the governance process a rating of 27$-was assigned to, the state's 

•budget office. Its influence was ranked second'only to th^t.of the insti-
tutionat governing board, (Glenny and Oalgllsh,'9S)
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The heart of the .budget office'.s power 11es In the fact that 1t initiates 
the. budget and therefore establishes the parameters within which all institutions 
and agencies must maneuver. "The agency which formulates rules and regulations
has an advantage over the university and other state budget review.agencies, 
since the Information furnished itxomes as a direct response to that particular'
agency's objectives. HenCe,.the agency which controls budget preparation and 
establ isties formula^ and guidelines has.exercised great influence even before 
the ^ubstantjive matters-submitted have been examined." (Glenny and Oalglish, 87)

Although budget offices are more and more likely to be staffed with 
professionals, one former high state official warns that "They do not...wear 
two hats - university interest and public interest, and they dd not.have to 
[assume the awesome task.of reconciling differences when they arise...Jnese good 
men are hired and rewarded fpr carrying out from the state's point, of "view 
^jne Important responsibility...concern with efficiency." (Sherriffs, 9)

Their numbers alone give some cause for concern: in California,''for 
example, 20 auditors and 'several budget analysts are now reviewing the university
budget,-.a task formerly accomplished by.one man. (Glenny and-Oalglish.,107) 

Performance Audits 

A second function - -though one that has not necessarily led to the formation 
'of a separate agency, '-rapidly gaining status within the executive as well as 
the legislative branch is performance or evaluation auditing. A recent 'study
of 17 states found that,,14 of them had staffs Involved 1n this'activity-. 
''Performance audits have" proliferated in the past five years and existing
staffs are becoming larger." (Chelt, 3Z) These audits concentrate on assessing
specific, areas or topics In the field of higher education rather than on 
evaluating particular institutions., 
Planning Office 

"The newest of the state agencies which Could affect higher educatloh 
but has not yet made Its presence felt, is the state planning office. Closely
tied in wjth.the governor's. Office, the'se agencies now exist in 26 states and 
are formed to provide research and analyses, and to encourage improved planning 
and coordination of the total, program of state go.vemmentiN (Clenny».1971, 12.).
As higher education becomes Increasingly thought of as merely one of the many
services provided by state government, 1t can be expected'to fall.more and 
.morfr'under'the supervision of the overall .planning agency. 

Other Offices and Agencies 

These three major arms of. the executive - budget, performance auditing, 
and planning offices -"are supplementedby a covey of special purpose agencies, 

..The most common of these affecting postsecondary -education are the.department
of public works aqd buildings,'the civil service commission, of personnel board.
.the higher,education facilities comm.1s$1on, and.the scholarship and loan
commission. 

The Future 

The-Carnegie Commission 1n 1971 noted that it "js concerned with-the 
growing domination of governors over higher education In several of, the states...



generally, we believe that governors shduld not be the dominant forces in
higher education." (Carnegie Commission, 1971, 2) Despite their concern, 
however, it is probable that higher education will continue to be affected 
by'the general societal trend towards a "strong governor" form of state, government.

COORDINATING AGENCIES

The most obvious manifestation of the states' determination to play a 
larger role 1n the governance of higher education is the'pro! 1fera t ion .of 
agencies specifically charged with statewide coordination and/or control.

Historically, collegiate institutions enjoyed almost complete autonomy
fromstate regulation from colonial days until the late 19th century. Many

 colleges, however, found their independence-.considerably restrained by the 
sponsor-ing -religious denomination, by -the surrounding, community, .by' a perennial, 
lack of funds, and by other similarly Inhibiting forces. The states, however^ 
did not begin to move into this sphere until the late 1800's» when they began
tq establish statewide governing boards. By 1932, 15 of tfjefie existed. .During 
the 1940*^5 and '50's the trend, wii to create voluntary associations,' while the-
current movement to establish statewide coordinating boards began to accelerate 
-In the 1950's. (Berdahl, 26} Three types,>then, of coordinating structures 
voluntary associations, coordinating boards, and governing boards -have'been 
widely used during the past 15 years. All have been 1n a state of .constant 
-flux or. refinement during this period. 

Voluntary associations, composed primarily of Institutional Officers, 
were often formed but seldom long-lived. "The overall effectiveness of voluntary
agencies 'can be seen" 1n their, record! of; Instability and; their-poor record of 
.accomplishment." (Glenny.fi Weathersbee, 22} Only one .state depended on a 
voluntary association for coordination, by 19.72. 

The most persistent,' If hftt the most" pppulari 'type of.'.coordinating 
mechanism.iStthe single board'which/governs all the pubVte Institutions of 
higher .education in-a state. A 197? count indicated that there were 21 of 

"these .in existence. A consolidated board of this typex is charged with full 
fesponsibiVity for governing all institutions-under Its'* jurisdiction, 

Some 26. states have shown a preference for statewide coordinating boards. 
Such boards are superimposed on systemwlde or institutional governing boards 
\ih1ch continue to operate individuaT colleges or systems of postsecondary 
institutions. .The creation of coordinating bpards has certain political 
advantages over the formation of consolidated, governing boards t since it does
not require the abolition of existing boards. This solves the,a(most 1n-
surmountable problem of eliminating an established agency. Also, a coordinating
board is, "more readily accepted.by institutions on the assumption that (it wilt 
permit) more Initiative and more autonomy *han a governing system." (Glenny & 
Weathersbee, 22') 
Types of Coordinating Boards 

Coordinating .boards come, in ^variety of shapes .and forms. The following 
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chart describes those in existence now and'indicates their evolution over the, 
past. 40 years. 

"Number of Coordinating Agencies, fay Type. Classification: 1939-1972

Type Classification 1932 1949 '1959 19164 1969 1972 

No State Agency '33 28 17 11 -2. 2

VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATION (high degree of 0 3 ?' 4 2 1 
institutional freedom) 

COORDINATING BOARD (created by statute-
but does not supersede Institutional governing boards)
a. -Majority .of institutional; repre- 1; .!•• 2 3 2' .0-

"aentat.ives having essentially'. 
advisory powers 

b All or majorjty of public''m'entbers p .0- 3-. 8^. 11 8
-having essentially advisory powers 

c.. All -or majority of publ^cniembers. -1 2 5 7 14 18
.having regulatory powers in- certain 
*reas-but not govern1ng respbnsi-

^CONSOLIDATED GOVERNING *BOARD (charged -.15. 16 16 ll 19' 21" 
with full responsibility I'or governing 
all Institutions under its. jurisdiction)' tHalstead,-7) 

the:'trend is clearly it? the direction of strengthening'coordinating bdardsi 
Wore and more of their members' represent the publ;1c-rather than institutions, 
and there is a strong tendency" t<3 ."discontinue their advisory role 1n fayor flf 
regulatory powers." :(Halstead, 9) '/Across thr nation ;they "arc being .authorized 
new- or extender! bowers; by almost every session of thfr legislature.;*" (Glenny^.-
and Dalglish, 122), 

Functions/of ICoordTnating Boards' 

.Although no consensus, exists, -the n»s£ frequently-mentioned ptirp*oses for-•• 
which coordinating-agencies are established are to 'clarify'-goals,*' to exert 
leadership in attaining these goals,, to achieve.efficiency by avoiding duplua-", 
tion.in programs and. facilities and^'competition for students, tor foster excellence--
in-terms ojf both diversity and Quality, and to serve as a communicatiofts-link 
both»among elements of the ^ostsecondary'system and.between it and the: state '.government 'an'd -the .public/: 

PpWerS of^^ Coordinating Boards 

.In order, to perform thes above' fUnc't1on'$ r .bpard)s;-n|us't.-l)ave-;C^rta1n-powers'-.'''-f.. 
The following are considered to be critical-;; 

IV Col-lectiori of data on which to'base>! policy decisions, (Carnegie
Commission, 1971, 26)



.2, Budget review:.The Carnegie Commission, recommends that: -'If there 
is'nb e*isting state agency' which-does" or can undertake.budget-review for
higher education, budget review, as.bpposed to budget control., could be' assigned• 

.to the coordinating, agency.." (Carnegie Commission, 1971, 28) But "if an 
existing state agency such as ,t'he budget office, or finance office undertakes 
budget review'for higher'education, the coordinating agency should not be given,.

/"the responsibility for. an independent budget review, but .should irfstead- be 
•involved in the'budget fe^ien"process of the other statfe agency." (Carnegie' 
Commission,'i'974, 267}.'Thus the degree Of thoroughness of We budget review 
performed by the coordinating board will depend upon that assigned to. other 

;state agencies* 

3, Program review: Although the'pattern-of program reviev^ varies wid.ely*'"
from, st^te* to state, Jt^generally "concerns itself with-such decisions as the' 

.''following: -whether^ to establish new institutions, branches, campuses, or pro-
fess*i.onal schools, and, ..if-so; where; what ••'pole and "scope miss ions,-'if any»-v 
to assign, to new or ^existing-'institutions; which new degree jirograms'.or courses 

"to- establish; which: tq reallocate or eliminate';'wh>ch research and public 
.service •activities tp'Hnstitute; and what degree of control to exercise, over 
prograns, funded' .froar.Tionstate. sources.'^ ••(.Berdahl.; 12}. 

4'.'Master.Planning: Aniong the topics addressed.by master plans;are the.. 
.scope and^extent of .the. inst^ucti6nal programs offered by postsecondary 

institutions", expected enrolIments, access in, terms of. admissions policy,
fees, and standards-x»f achievement, and publfc poVicy iri relation to .privaie 

•*'education.•'.(Mlllatt". 47)-. 

'5. -Advocacy:'"The need for advocacy at^ the state level stems, f'ro'm the. 
"(fact) that...governmental pbT-icy will he fundamental 1n influencing '.the 
allocation;of public resources and-thuslinstttotioni miist have ah:advocate^'itii 
the state to pi»ad their case: and to. press for their' support,.** (Bender,^'.'36) 

.While the processes'pf,budget review, imaster 'planning,!and program review- can, 
-be considered ways 'in;which the state comraurtic8te&.vits deslres-tcf the insti-'" 
tutionsi the.coordinating agency'in its advocacy role proyides.»'Channel ,fop" 
.expressing^^ instiitut1onal' flesires'to fetate.official* and pql.tcyrmaker$..^ 
.Exerci se 6'f Board Powers..-.' 

Even though the lege\:role tf a' cbordinating'tigency may be- clearly "set' 
forth; in ••statute^ 'this dpes .not, tell -the whole .story..'-. It 1$.very:-difficult,' 

yfor-examplei .ti& determine..irt many cases .if a; board-.tri»ly."has .advisory powers/..
-ni« V*£rtn1 a ^nV»ii" rxAuiov^e" 'TkV*aa -.^a/*frt»"li in^tnnT -i /*a +•&.' hhl S SSU6 

board function* extend-'over a 'Wide Winge of pos~&!bU'act1,vit^esY..
.and board .-powers may.be advistry .in--s6me areas •and.-regulator'y-'tn-.dthers;-,'•.'•';

#4", There maV 'be significant discrepancies ^between-thfrdejure^ existence;
of powers and their defacto exerci.se>'. 

3.-• 'The de'facto'6xertise of powers may vary over time'a^ ihe board-,;
confronts changing conditions In state..governmenty nighef education* -or/bo'th^" 
.(Berdahl*. 24)" 

tfloked- at from the,,angle: of funqtions, •"t^ere -1 s'-'^tI'l more ambiguity>_;•'•;.'-
".-.•"Ea'cli function may be-exercised, i,f it is exercised"Vt all;'.with'-a degree of;'.' 

author^ ty rang i ng -fro™ '-infprmat i on and *dy ice'; tof h st ftutions, and the state JUh-"'..
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/putright pqwer to decide; it may be exercised very broadly or'in very specific
  detail." (Glenny & Wea'thersbee, 106). 

And, in termsof both powers,and functions, Berdahl warns that "one pjst
not judge a.board 1 s..powers alone on the external, evidence, for instance, a 
board with strong legal powers .that turns down_very few proposed new programs 
may seem at firstVglance to be failing to use, those powers fully' enough; but in' 
fact the situation may be .attr1bu.tab1.eVto an effective Communications network 

.which operates., to spare institutions the .embarrassment of a formal, reject ion." 
'{Berdahl, 159) Indeed, one of .the most subtle yet effective weapons ;.in the
arsertal of coordinating agencies is their ability ,to shape Institutions 

.'expectations of what is or Is nof acceptable .behavior, This i^ comparable to 
the precedent-setting effect of-Supreme "Court decisions .in the judicial world^ 
And in. the. field of:psychology; It is well 'known that "Observed-'consequences.^., 

-play a.n influential"r,ole -In regulating, behavior.*.Most human behavior, of
course* is' not-contarolled by immedfate external reinforcement.: Rather j,.people

.regulate their own; actions to'^ome.extent by se;lf-generated"anticipatory and'
self-evaluative conse'quencei."" (Bandinra, '^93).' So too-with-postsecondany 
tfts;t)fcutions,'1h their .dealings; with-coordinating boaNs,-'... 

Staff

:.The.re';'is -widespread agreement that the.eiFfecttvetieS;S of .a. coordfn'a;ling••."• 
"bpar'd' ii he'a.vily dependent.upon thei qualtty"of its professional "staff.. One 
'-author goes''sb'far as to say that t;he ""Success-dr.fai4uretif state level boarcis' 

or-;agenc1es ndrmal ty is; dependent more; upon >"the roTe of?the personal itlei than 
On the 'structure, or. range of powers- of"'the brgahization.;: The approach and 
philosophy of the states director a^d-.hi? St^ff.-is .central "toxthe forking 
•relationships between' the -'state.''and; tne; locat' eol lege..,^' ''('Bender, ;35) 

all state-level boards^and commissions, whose .members get together infrequently
and have but ;Pne mainisour-ce of information: their staff. Therefore it is not
Surprising that Instftutlons. direct their hostility against 'the "agency'? staff

'^'-wheB 4 |decistpfi g'o^s against them at the board level.
^pTffkutt'ies: of bord'i.natifig; Boa'rdi ,Role:.>-''••'''.' 

Art amii^ih^ amount pf ,the ^fterata're prj copHlnating ^gerictes i's devoted 
.^to describing the difficulties inherent in their role. Basically, the problem
another unwanted restraint on their independence, while other governmental agencies are reluctant to relinquish any of their powers to them.
..^is, that they have no dependable constituency.-: the^^Institutions see.them'-as-iy''V::
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accidental. Neither the state government nor the  institutions wanted another 
layer added to the already 4-layered review process." (Berdahl, 114} 

Even within the areas of responsibility conceded to them* coordinating,
boards may have-to work to carve out a place for themselves. "The legal role 
of a coordinating board is important* but ultimately it gains Its povition by
being useful to the arms of government: and to the institutions. Agencies 

twithout strong, legal powers gain influence by service.." (Glenny and Oalgllsh. 118)*
Sometimes, however, they do not succeed in establishing credibility arid find 
themselves'bypassed: "Loss of credibility, whether caused by political suspicions 
or medipcre performance and responslvenesj, has typically .resulted in the 
growth of separate staffs to accommodate legislative committees and individual 
legislators." {Bender, 22) 

On the executive side, the board's relations with the state finance or 
budget office are ambiguous, to say the least. One author wisely notes that 
"Few state agencies, Including state educational organizations, are fully aware of the degree to

which they are or can be controlled by other state agencies,
particularly state agencies established-primarily for the general management
of the executive branch of government." (Schweickhard, 1) The problem seems 
to be one of territory: "Legally speaking, the (coordinating) agencies are part
9f the executive branch .of government, yet they have a special status. They
are much like- regulatory commissions; cheir specialty Is higher education. 
In consequence, the state budget staff has misgivings about the coordinating
Agency's encroachment on the'budgetary rolev" (Glenny and Oalgllsh. 121)
'There is a story - Illuminating even if apocryphal - that a state director of 
finance once referred with horror to the possibility that the .new.coordinating 
board would become "a successor to the Department of Finance in making certain' 
higher education judgment}.* (Berdahl, 114) 

While coordinating boards are busy fending off frontal attacks froo the 
legislature and* various state agencies, tbey are also subject V sniping from 
the institutions under their jurisdiction. In addition to their generalized
hostility to the idea of state control, they may resent a particular action of 
the coordinating board. In that case, they try an end run. "The Institution 
that wants to do something opposed by the agency'may succeed In generating
enough constituency support and governmental Interest to obtain the mandate 
which the agency opposes." (Glenny I Weathersbee, 113)- California's former 
Coordinating Council was particularly subject to this: "the three segments
tended to push their budgetary claims Independently of - not through - the 
Coordinating Council." (Smelser, 33) And in the highly controversial area of 
reallocating or eliminatingprograms, boards run into trouble to such an extent 
that "The power to reallocate and eliminate programs Is seldom exercised 
because past'experience has shown that such moves have unfortunate political
repercussions, stirring up controversy and even leading to the agency's decision 
being overturned.* (Berdahl, 170) The only solution to the problem of 
institutional-agency relations, according to one writer, 1s to maintain "con
structive tension, with cooperation alternating with adversarial relationships 
as the situation demands." (Spurlock, 193)

Conf11 c11 nq^ Expecta11 on s 

Perhaps the major problem facing coordinating boards Is that they .are 
damned if they do and damned if they don't. They are caught in the crossfire 
of conflicting expectations. "From the institutional standpoint, the agency
should represent the desires and aspirations of the institutions, as formulated



by the institution. Yhe agency,should persuade the political arm of state 
government to fulfill these desires, from .the government's standpoint, the 
agency should assist the state government in the enactment and supervision of 
desirable state policies that represent & statewide interest." (Education
Commission of <he-States. 77) More concretely, "Legislators in many states 
looked to the statewide board to limit {pending with equity among the institu
tions! while the presidents of institutions thought the board successful />n1y
if it sought the total funds which they requested." (Qlenny & Neathersbee, 30}

Actually* the coordinating boards were to some extent able to meet all 
these demands during the period of growth; they were able "to provide addi
tional funds to the institutions, which made their restrictive actions more 
acceptable,., (while), the boards' judicious use of resources won approval by 
the legislatures." (Mautz, 264-5) /low, however, they are beginning to operate
in an era of shrinking resources. As a result,, "from the universities' .stand-
pbint, boards nay appear ineffective advocates, and from the legislative
standpoint, ineffective managers." (Hautz, 265) There is an almost irresistible temptation to lean to one side or the

other, to relate more closely to the Institutions or to other state agencies,
Each of these has its special perils. One observer notes that "if the potential
dangers of too-heavy an agency. Involvement with the institutions are inordinate 

 delays and the reputation of being a holding company for the institutions, then the
corollary dangers of excessive agency involvement with state offices are 

pressures for premature decisions, the reputation of being a whipcracker for 
the state, and the possibility of getting caught In the crossfire when state 
officials oppose one another." (Berdahl, 192) Another'equally unsatisfactory 
way out of this dilemma 1s sometimes tried: "In-between regulatory mechanisms 
cannot long exercise authority...strictly on their own. Thus they are driven 
either to the exercise of authority on minor matters or to acting as the agent
of some more forceful authority that has its own power base. In the former 
case, weak-authority over minor matters can be very intrusive; and, in the 
latter case, the mechanism becomes « means of politicizing higher education."
(Carnegie Foundation, 13) 

One state director did feel that his agency had achieved the. Ideal: "We
are neither a direct agency for the governor or legislature, nor a front for 
college* and universities. We take an independent position...We have no close
friends, but we always have a defensible position." (Berdahl, 186) Unfortu-
nately, few agencies are generally considered to have reached such a perfect
equilibrium. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION

Many - both within and Without the field of postsecondarv education - are 
concerned about the seemingly inexorable trend away from local- and institutional 
autonomy. Some would like to halt it, others to reverse It. still others to 
turn it In a mre productive direction. Whatever their motivation, they all 
share one problem: in order to be effective, they must understand the situation.
The previous section described the various elements that enter into the
autonomy-centralization power equation. Even assuming knowledge of the mechanisms 
of state coordination and control,.it is often difficult to develop an appropriate
plan of action. The purpose of this section will be to suggest several possible
alternatives that might be followed by those interested in affecting the course 
of events.
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Conclusions 
Several conclusions emerge from this examination of '.the state's role 1n 

''postsecondary education. They are as follows:
1.-' The trend towards Increased state coordination and control of post-

secondary education shows no signs of abating. 
2. If unchecked, it will further circumscribe the autonomy of colleges

.and universities.

3. The desire and ability of the legislative and executive branches of 
state government to become more directly involved in postsecondary
education Is growing.

.4. It is becoming increasingly difficult for interested educators and 
citizens to learn "where the power lies."

Proposals for Act ion 

1. Seek to de-flystify the state coordination/control process.

This is a necessary prelude to any other action that might be considered.
Currently, rational action 1s effectively precluded because no one knows where
the.power lies. Thus any changes, no natter how sweeping, night prove to be 
purely cosmetic because they Ignore the real locus of power. As one frustrated
educator complained: "The most serious aspect of this situation Is that we are 
not confronted by an enemy whoa we can Identify as the bad guy and challenge
to fight.* (Drexel, 1) As noted earlier, coordinating boards are particularly
vulnerable 1n this respect. Whit colleges see as aggrandizement on the board's 
part may well be a legitimate.response to pressure from the legislature or 
governor.. By the sane token, a coordinating board nay attempt to disguise
Its own Ineptness by passing the buck to the state finance office or a legis
lative committee.

Thus any attempt to bring .about change must start with a study designed
to accurately describe the current role of each agency and unit of state 
government In the-control and coordination of postsecondary education. The' 
results of this study should be disseminated throughout the pcstsecondary
community.

2. Seek agreement on the essential elements of Institutional and focal 
autonomy.

Before embarking on a voyage, 1t 1s best to decide on a destination. 
Similarly, colleges and universities must Identify their goals In the area of 
governance 1f they are td have any .chance of attaining them. In order to take 
concerted action, they must first of all reach consensus on'the essential 
Ingredients of autonomy.

The Issues Involved might best be explored by a committee composed of 
representatives of a state's postsecondary Institutions. Their task would be 
to differentiate between those powers which the state needs to protect Its 
Interests In postsecondary education and those which colleges and universities 
must have to function effectively. This need not be * monumental undertaking:



a survey of the .literature indicates that considerable research has already
been done on this, topic. The role, of the committee would be to analyze the 
available studies and to.adapt them to fit the particular conditions 1ri their 
state. 

The resulting document should serve as a guide for evaluating the existing 
structure and for proposing modifications thereto. It should be widely circulated 
so that -all those Involved in postsecondary education will better understand
the governance structure In their state and Its effects on institutional and' 
local autonomy.

3. Seek <o reverse the trend towards increased state control

This alternative would require a concerted effort on the part of the 
state's entire postsecondary establishment. Although unusual, it 'would not 
be unprecedented. Just last year the state coordinating'mechanism for community
colleges in- Nebraska was dismantled and the colleges returned to the control of 
local boards. A, recent Gallup poll Indicated that the attachment to local• 
control runs deep: nore than two-thirds of those queried said they wanted local

boards of trustees (rather than state or national agencies) to have more
control, while only KB were of the opposite persuasion. ,(Workshops, 23) A 
committee of the California legislature also acknowledged-the desirability of 
moving in this direction. After an Intensive study of the state's postsecondary

system, it found that one of the ten most significant policy  issues facing the state
was: "How can governance be decentralized and the trend towards bureaucrat1-

zation of postsecondary education be curbed?* (California Legislature, 82)

4. Seek to stabilize the situation.

This approach falls somewhere between Alternative I, wnich seeks only to
describe the existing situation, and Alternative 5, which seeks actively to 
modify'it. A decision to try for stabilization would be appropriate when the 
political climate 1s too unfavorable to permit desired changes to be made but 
when codification of the status quo might be acceptable.

The goal here is to avoid further erosion of .Institutional autonomy; it 
can be thought of as a sort of holding action. The descriptive material 
prescribed in Alternative 1 would be used as a basis for incorporating existing
practices into law. The effort to«attain statutory status would at the very
least provide an excuse for examining the problems connected with institutional 
control and alght well lead to some.rationalization of the existing system.
Thepurpose of such an examination, however, would simply be to sort out and 
freeze into law the powers and responsibilities already assigned to each of the 
entities 'involved, in the governance of oostsecondary education. 

Action .of this type has taken place in several states. The California 
community cot-leges, for example, have derived a considerable measure of pro-
tectlon from a clause In the statute establishing their statewide Board of 
Governors stating that:* 

"The work of the board*shall at all times be directed to maintaining
and -continuing to the maximum degree permissible, local autonomy and 
control in the administration of the community colleges.* (Education



The legislature subsequently delineated 1n the state Education'Code the functions-
of the Board of Governors and of the local district governing boards. Although
this was to be.construed as "an expression of the policy of the Legislature"
rather than as "an enactment»of-specific.lega'l provisions," (Education Code, 1567)
it has been very influential In determining the relationship between the state 
Board and the colleges. 

A-somewhat different approach to stabilizing the situation was taken 
recently in the state of Washington. Interested parties there drew ap a
document .entitled Pol icy Recommendations for Washington Postsecondary Education
1976-82, which one report describes as "a 'treaty1 (arrived at) openly and on 
the basis of long-run considerations." (Carnegie Foundation! 18} ThH "treaty"'
clearly demarcates the responsibilities for postsecondary education of the 
institutions and of the coordinating board.

8. Seek to simplify the current state structure.

There is no question; but that money Is wasted, energy dissipated, and 
frustration .aroused by the duplication of functions at the state level. The 

watchword seems to be "Not one review if two will do." And this from agencies 
whoserallying cry is "Efficiency and Economy1" One author.suggests that 

"academics must work to make the accountability movement accountable.* (Chelt, 61)
The complexity of the current situation in the state of Washington points

up the need tor simplification: "What was at one time a small, local, autonomous
community college...1s now part of- a system which must relate to the State 
Community College Board, the State-Council for Postsecondary Education .'.the 
State ioomission for Vocational Education, the State Higher Education Personnel 
Board, the Higher Education Committees of the State House and Senate, the 
Governor of the State, and his budget office, and numerous other Jocal, state,
and federal agencies." (GolU, 12) 

One major reason for the overlapping of functions is that "Each ef the 
many state agencies has its own legislative enabling act giving It powers and 
duties. Each exercises its authority withlittle reference to the others. 
Some work at dlvergent'or conflicting purposes...No coherent overall policy in 
relation to higher education guides the various state agencies." ((tlenny, 1971, 14)

This 1s a problem of nationwide importance. President Carter has drawn 
attention to it. A senate bill was recently amended to "require Us committees 
to include with each bill or joint resolution a report evaluating the regulatory 
impact of the proposed legislation...Included 1n the report must be an estimate... 
of the amount of paperwork and'the economic impact on the government and 
1ns1titut1on..."(Chron. Higher Ed.). 1977. 9)

This is not to say that all duplication of functions at the\tate.level 
can or should be eliminated: some Is both'purposeful and functional, designed

•to Insure scrutiny from a variety of angles. Others, however, served * purpose
at some tine but became superfluous as new agencies were created and new laws 
passed. Still other repetition occurs when one agency or unit of government
does not approve of the way the others do their jobs; the critical group 
repeats the work of the others 1n order to "be sure that It's properly done."
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Simplifying the state control mechanism is a ticklish business. Some 
agencies might well have their, sphere of authority reduced. Any such reallocatlon 

of powers and duties could only be made with strong political backing. The
best approach would be to establish a »tudy commission with representation from 
all important educational,;and political groups 1n order to assure that^t will 
have the necessary legisfotive-end gubernatorial support to put its recommendations 
into effect. 

6. Seek to promote tne*autonomy of institutions within multi-unit
systems.

Many*colleges (two- as well as four-year) and universities are part of 
local or,state multi-unit systems; their central offices also constrain insti-
tutlonal autonomy. Their governing boards often have the authority to determine 
what degree of independence each, campus will enjoy. 

Some of these systems started'out as single institutions governed by a 
board .of trustees or regents. The transfer of power to a systemwide office 
'is usually an unintended by-product of success: as the original college becomes overcrowded, it spawns a second or even a third

or a fourth sibling
campus. To administer this growing family, 4 central organization has to be 
set up. Certain areas of decision-making then move from the*campus to the 
central office." (Zoglin, 159} In other.cases, consolidation of previously
autonamousjjnits resulted 1n a jnore centralized system. During the period of 
'treraend0us"«xpansion in higher "education/this story was" repeated over and over" 
again* withsthe number of campuses in a single system going over 60 fn the 
state of New york. Even some locally-run community colleges became-mini ~systems:
the Los Angeles Community College District boasts nine colleges serving over.
125,000 students.

As an indicator of their commitment to autonomy, the gqverning boards
•of such systems might delegate some of their powers to Institutional advisory
boards. 'They might even be willing to divide themselves up In such A way 
as to permit each full-scale institution to be governed by Us own board.
The Carnegie*Commission has recommended a move,in this direction: "On balance, 
the advantages for establishment of a board for each campus, particularly
if the campuses are large and if there Js some differentiation in educational
programs and characteristics of the campuses, would seem to be a better course
than th« establishment of a governing board with several major campuses under 
its jurisdiction." (Carnegie Commission, 1971', 108}

Conclusion

Interested citizens and educators in each state should get together Co 
draw up a plan of action to influence the evolving state role irv postsecondary
education. At the very least, all will want to undertake the first -step
suggested above, the "de-mystification" of the power structure. Following 
that, a decision can t* made as to what combinations.^ variations of the other 
alternatives" ar« appropriate. This decision thould be based not only upon
the information gained during the examination of the existing state structure,
but also on an assessment of the political climate and of the degree, of 
commitment of. the individuals and groups involved. 

Perhaps the most important thing to keep tn mind in undertaking this 
project Is that there is no single Ideal way for a state to relate to its 
postsecondary institutions. In the final analysis, we may all end up agreeing
with John Gardner that "The question of university autonomy can never be
finally solved. It can only be lived with. 1
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